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(54) LOUDSPEAKER AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREFOR

(57) The present invention relates to a speaker box
module, and particularly relates to a loudspeaker that
produces sound through the mechanical vibration gen-
erated by electromagnetic force and a manufacturing
method therefor. The loudspeaker comprises a speaker
box module which comprises a speaker, a passive radi-
ator and a speaker box panel, wherein a mounting hole
is arranged in the speaker box panel; the speaker is ar-
ranged in the mounting hole and is integrated with the
speaker box panel by means of insert injection molding;
a secondary mounting hole is arranged in the speaker
box panel at one side of the mounting hole; and the pas-

sive radiator is arranged in the secondary mounting hole
and is integrated with the speaker box panel by means
of insert injection molding. The loudspeaker is small and
thin, structurally simple, and enhances bass, and can be
used as a built-in speaker or an external speaker for mod-
ern tablet computers or smart phones, and the like. In
order to ensure that the speaker box has excellent acous-
tic effect, the present invention uses an insert injection
integrated manufacturing process, which ensures maxi-
mum acoustic effect of the speaker box while greatly re-
ducing man-hours and thereby increasing production ef-
ficiency.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a speaker box
module, and particularly relates to a loudspeaker that
produces sound through the mechanical vibration gen-
erated by electromagnetic force and a manufacturing
method therefor.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ARTS

[0002] A speaker, also known as loudspeaker, is an
electric-sound device for converting electrical energy into
sound energy. A speaker actuates a vibration of the am-
bient air thereof by a mechanical vibration so as to
achieve an energy conversion.
[0003] Most of speakers used for Hi-Fi Audio generally
are dynamic loudspeakers, at the same time, in order to
provide good sound effects, a passive radiator is fre-
quently provided on the speaker box; current convention-
al techniques only couples the passive radiator with the
speaker box by a screw jointing manner simply so as to
improve bass effects, the auxiliary bass effect of the audio
made by the above method is less than satisfactory, if it
is required to improve the tone quality thereof, the size
of the speaker would have to be enlarged, but now the
speaker box has a bigger size, which is inconvenient to
carry and takes up a substantially big space when ar-
ranged; apart from the above passive radiator provided
by a screw jointing manner, another installing method for
the passive radiator is glue bonding method, but the glue
bonding method is troublesome to operate, needs higher
machining requirements, time-consuming and takes a lot
of work, and after a long time, the glue layer is easy to
be aging, which affects the quality of the sound.
[0004] Multiple tablet computers and smart phones be-
come thinner, lighter and more artful, in the meantime,
these electronic digital products are required to have a
high quality of sound effect. But current speakers have
a considerable thickness, so it is a problem being faced
by current speakers to reduce the thickness of the current
speakers and enable the current speakers to provide
good sound effects concurrently.
[0005] At the same time, the bad sound effects of
speaker embodied in most of thin-type tablet computers
and smart phones do not meet the demand of the modern
people.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

(1) the technical problems to be solved

[0006] The object of the present invention is to provide
a built-in or external loudspeaker being small in size, thin
in thickness, simple in structure, and having an improved

bass effect, which is direct to the above problems of the
prior art and can be used for modern tablet computers
and smart phones; at the same time, the loudspeaker is
ensured to provide a very good sound effect.
[0007] Another object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a manufacturing method for a loudspeaker: employ-
ing a injecting manufacturing process for integrally and
insertedly connecting together a speaker, a passive ra-
diator and a speaker box panel so as to define a speaker
box module, and the speaker box module has a chamber
sized and designed corresponding to the parameter char-
acteristics of the speaker and the passive radiator so as
to provide a perfect sound quality performance, which
not only furthest ensure the sound quality of the audio,
but also modern manufacturing process and mould tech-
nology employed greatly reduce man-hours and increase
production efficiency.
[0008] Another object of the present invention is to
match a suited passive radiator and a back chamber body
according to the parameters and appearances of various
speakers having different sizes so as to define various
selectable speaker box modules and enable a media
manufacturer to select a desired speaker box module
from the various selectable speaker box modules so that
the media manufacturer only need to design correspond-
ing outer casing additionally and arrange the speaker
box module in the self-designed casings having various
appearances directly, and assemble various functional
modules, for example a Bluetooth module, a wireless
module and an amp module to make a portable loud-
speaker box being powerful in function, small in size and
having an excellent sound quality. These designers do
not know acoustics also can easily design desired speak-
er boxes.

(2) The technical solution for solving the above technical 
problems

[0009] In order to solve the above problem, the loud-
speaker of the present invention comprises a speaker
box module, wherein the speaker box module comprises
a speaker, a passive radiator and a speaker box panel,
wherein:
[0010] The above speaker box has a mounting hole
provided therein, the above speaker is provided in the
mounting hole and integrated with the speaker box panel
by means of insert injection molding; a secondary mount-
ing hole is arranged in the speaker box panel at one side
of the mounting hole; and the above passive radiator is
arranged in the secondary mounting hole and is integrat-
ed with the speaker box panel by means of insert injection
molding.
[0011] As an optimized, the above speaker comprises
a vibrating diaphragm, a surround and an outer frame,
wherein the vibrating diaphragm, the surround and the
outer frame are integrated with each other by an integrally
injection molding; and the vibrating diaphragm and the
speaker box panel are molded by means of insert injec-
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tion molding.
[0012] As an optimized, the above speaker further
comprises a voice coil and a speaker magnetic circuit,
wherein a vibrating cone paper of the above speaker is
connected with the voice coil and the speaker magnetic
circuit.
[0013] As an optimized, the above passive radiator
comprises a rubber surround and a weighting block,
wherein the rubber surround and the weighting block are
integrated with each other by means of injection molding,
and the rubber surround covers on the weighting block.
[0014] As an optimized, the speaker further has a back
chamber body matching the above speaker box panel.
[0015] As an optimized, the speaker further comprises
a frame, wherein the above speaker box module is pro-
vided on the frame, wherein the frame comprises an up-
per frame and an lower frame, wherein the upper frame
and the lower frame are connected with each other by a
hinge joint, wherein the lower frame has an arranging
groove corresponding to the upper frame, and the upper
frame has a module installing hole, wherein the upper
frame has a side, wherein the side of the upper frame
has a slot provided in the side, wherein the slot is com-
municated with the module installing hole, wherein the
above back chamber body has two end faces, wherein
each of the end faces comprises a fixing block for en-
gaging fittedly with the slot, wherein the above speaker
box module is provided in the module installing hole and
is fastened by a bolt.
[0016] As an optimized, a bottom of the above arrang-
ing groove has a receiving groove provided thereon,
wherein the receiving groove is corresponding to the
speaker and the passive radiator.
[0017] At the same time, the present invention further
provides a manufacturing method for a loudspeaker:

a) molding integrally the vibrating diaphragm of the
speaker, the surround and the outer frame by inject-
ing to define a vibrating cone paper;

b) putting the weighting block in a mold, covering
rubber material on the weighting block by an injection
process, defining the rubber surround at the same
time, so as to provide a passive radiator connected
with the rubber surround.

c) putting the vibrating cone paper and the passive
radiator in a mold for the speaker box panel, making
the speaker box panel by an insert injection molding,
wherein the vibrating cone paper, the passive radi-
ator and the speaker box panel are integrally molded
to define an integrated structure by the insert injec-
tion so as to define a speaker box panel module with
a vibrating cone paper and a passive radiator;

d) putting the magnetic circuit components of the
speaker and making them define an integrated struc-
ture by an insert injection in a mold so as to define

a magnetic circuit system;

e) assembling the magnetic circuit system and the
vibrating cone paper, and fitting the magnetic circuit
system and the vibrating cone paper together in the
speaker box panel by fastening, locking screws, ul-
trasonic wave or hot melting so as to define a speaker
box module with a speaker having a complete struc-
ture;

f) preparing a back chamber body matching the
speaker box panel by an independent injection mold-
ing process;

g) mounting the speaker box module in the back
chamber and make the speaker box module fit the
back chamber completely by hot melting, riveting,
ultrasonic wave or screws so as to define a speaker
box module with a back chamber, which has a com-
plete structure;

h) assembling the whole speaker box module on a
frame and fastening the speaker box module on a
frame by a bolt.

[0018] The above speaker panel is respectively inte-
grated with the vibrating cone paper and the passive ra-
diator by an insert injection molding.
[0019] The above speaker box panel is combined and
fastened in the back chamber body by ultrasonic wave
melting, snap joints, hot melting or riveting.

(3) Advantages of the present invention

[0020] The present invention merges the speaker, the
passive radiator and the speaker box panel together and
makes the speaker, the passive radiator and the speaker
box panel be integrated together by an insert injecting.
The size of the speaker box is minimized and thinned,
and the dimension of the speaker box is also greatly re-
duced. Furthermore, the surface assembling problems
can be avoided, for the speaker box do not need one
screw provided in a surface thereof, and the speaker, the
passive radiator and the speaker box panel have an in-
tegrated structure to solve the assembling problems,
while the conventional assembling operation need lock-
ing screws and a depth and a place provided for mount-
ing, which increase the size of the speaker box.
[0021] So the present invention is smart in size, thin in
depth, simple in structure and employs a passive radiator
designed for increasing bass effects, which may be used
as a build-in speaker or an external speaker for modern
panel computers or smart phones; at the same time, in
order to ensure the speaker be capable of providing a
good sound effect, the present invention utilizes an inte-
grally manufacturing process of insert injection molding,
which ensures maximum acoustic effect of the speaker
box while greatly reducing man-hours and thereby in-
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creasing production efficiency.
[0022] The present invention can employ a mechani-
zation and automation production process as its main
production process, each of components is designed to
have a special structure so that the whole speaker do
not need any screws and all of components provided in
surfaces of the speaker is provided by an insert-type ar-
rangement, which does not use chemical glue products,
is green and environment protecting and employs a plen-
ty of macromolecule materials. And the present invention
has a stable performance and a high reliability.
[0023] The present invention can match a fitting pas-
sive radiator and a back chamber body so as to define
various speaker box module having different sizes and
dimensions, after assembling Bluetooth, wireless, and
amps module and so on with the speaker box module, a
portable loudspeaker having powerful functions, a very
small size and very good sound quality. These designers
do not know acoustics also can easily design desired
speaker boxes.
[0024] Additional advantages and features of the in-
vention will become apparent from the description which
follows, and may be realized by means of the instrumen-
talities and combinations particular point out in the ap-
pended claims.
[0025] Still further objects and advantages will become
apparent from a consideration of the ensuing description
and drawings.
[0026] These and other objectives, features, and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become apparent
from the following detailed description, the accompany-
ing drawings, and the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027]

Fig. 1 is a first exploded view of the loudspeaker of
the present invention.

Fig.2 is a second exploded view of the loudspeaker
of the present invention.

Fig.3 is a perspective view of the lower frame of the
loudspeaker of the present invention.

Fig.4 is a perspective view of the rubber surround of
the loudspeaker of the present invention.

[0028] In Figs, 1 representing a speaker, 2 represent-
ing a passive radiator, 3 representing a speaker box pan-
el, 4 representing a mounting hole, 5 representing a sec-
ondary mounting hole, 6 representing a rubber surround,
7 representing a weighting block, 9 representing a back
chamber body, 10 representing an upper frame, 11 rep-
resenting a lower frame, 12 representing an arranging
groove, 13 representing a module installing hole, 14 rep-
resenting an arranging groove, 15 representing a fixing

block, 16 representing a receiving groove, 17 represent-
ing a Bluetooth module.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0029] As shown in Figl to Fig.4, the loudspeaker of
the present invention comprises a speaker box module,
wherein the speaker box module comprises a speaker
1, a passive radiator 2 and a speaker box panel 3, where-
in:

The speaker box panel 3 has a mounting hole 4 pro-
vided therein, wherein the speaker 1 is provided in
the mounting hole 4 and integrated with the speaker
box panel 3 by an insert injection molding; a second-
ary mounting hole 5 is arranged in the speaker box
panel 3 at one side of the mounting hole 4; and the
passive radiator 2 is arranged in the secondary
mounting hole 5 and is integrated with the speaker
box panel 3 by an insert injection molding; the speak-
er 1 comprises a vibrating diaphragm, a surround
and an outer frame, wherein the vibrating diaphragm,
the surround and the outer frame define a vibrating
cone paper by an integrally injecting; the vibrating
diaphragm and the speaker box panel 3 are integrat-
ed with each other by an insert injection molding; the
speaker 1 further comprises a voice coil and a mag-
netic circuit system therefor, the vibrating cone paper
of the speaker1 is connected with the voice coil and
the magnetic system of the speaker1.

[0030] The passive radiator 2 comprises a rubber sur-
round 6 and a weighting block 7, wherein the rubber sur-
round 6 and the weighting block 7 are integrated with
each other by means of injection molding, and the rubber
surround 6 covers on the weighting block 7.
[0031] The loudspeaker further has a back chamber
body 9 matching the speaker box panel 3, wherein the
back chamber body 9 has a through-hole for receiving
the speaker 1; wherein the speaker 1 and the passive
radiator 2 are mostly provided in the back chamber body
9.
[0032] The speaker box module according to the
present embodiment is provided on the frame, wherein
the frame comprises an upper frame 10 and a lower frame
11,wherein the upper frame and the lower frame are con-
nected with each other by a hinge joint, wherein the lower
frame 11 has an arranging groove 12 corresponding to
the upper frame 10, and the upper frame 10 has a module
installing hole 13, wherein the upper frame 10 has a side,
wherein the side of the upper frame 10 has a slot 14
provided in the side, wherein the slot is communicated
with the module installing hole 13, wherein the back
chamber body 9 has two end faces, wherein a plurality
of fixing blocks 15 for engaging fittedly with the slot 14
are provided with the end faces of the back chamber
body 9, wherein the speaker box module is provided in
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the module installing hole 13 and is fastened by a bolt;
wherein a protrusion is provided in the slot 14, and the
protrusion has a threaded hole provided an upper surface
thereof, wherein the back chamber body 9 assembled
with the speaker box module is provided in the module
installing hole 13, and the fixing blocks 15 provided with
the end faces of the back chamber body 9 are respec-
tively provided in the slot 14 and tightly fastened by a bolt
(bolts) so as to prevent the back chamber body 9 with a
speaker box module dropping off.
[0033] The upper frame 10 and the lower frame 11 are
hinged together by a pin.
[0034] The speaker 1 and the passive radiator, which
are provided in the speaker box panel 3, provided on the
speaker box panel 3 protrude from the upper surface of
the speaker box panel 3, and a receiving groove 16 is
provided in the arranging groove 12 of the upper frame
11, which matches the speakers 1 and the passive radi-
ator 2.One receiving groove 16 matching the speaker 1
has a round shape, and another receiving groove 16
matching the passive radiator 2 has a rectangle shape.
[0035] A connecting mode is provided on one side of
the speaker box module, which is connected with the
speaker 1 and has a connecting hole for communicating
with a data wire of an electronic product such that the
speaker is used as an external speaker for the electronic
product.
[0036] Furthermore, the connecting mode is a Blue-
tooth mode, which can wirelessly communicate with the
electronic product by the Bluetooth.
[0037] A manufacturing method for loudspeaker:

a) molding integrally the vibrating diaphragm of the
speaker 1, the surround and the outer frame by in-
jecting to define a vibrating cone paper;

b) putting the weighting block 7 in a mold, covering
rubber material on the weighting block by an injection
process, defining the rubber surround 6 at the same
time, so as to provide the passive radiator 2 connect-
ed with the rubber surround.

c) putting the vibrating cone paper and the passive
radiator 2 in a mold for the speaker box panel 3,
making the speaker box panel 3 by insert injection
molding, wherein the vibrating cone paper, the pas-
sive radiator 2 and the speaker box panel 3 are in-
tegrally molded to define an integrated structure by
the insert injection so as to define a speaker box
panel module with a vibrating cone paper and a pas-
sive radiator 2;

d) putting the magnetic circuit components of the
speaker 1 and making them define an integrated
structure by insert injection in a mold so as to define
a magnetic circuit system.

e) assembling the magnetic circuit system and the

vibrating cone paper, and fitting the magnetic circuit
system and the vibrating cone paper together in the
speaker box panel by fastening, locking screws, ul-
trasonic wave or hot melting so as to define a speaker
box module with a speaker 1 having a complete
structure;

f) preparing a back chamber body 9 matching the
speaker box panel 3 by a special injection molding;

g) mounting the speaker box module in the back
chamber and make the speaker box module fit the
back chamber completely by hot melting, riveting,
ultrasonic wave or screws so as to define a speaker
box module with a back chamber, which has a com-
plete structure;

h) assembling the whole speaker box module on a
frame and fastening the speaker box module on a
frame by a bolt.

[0038] The speaker box panel is integrated with the
vibrating cone paper and the passive radiator 2 by an
insert injecting; the speaker box panel 3 is combined with
and fastened in the back chamber body 9 by ultrasonic
wave melting, snap joints, hot melting or riveting so as
to define a whole speaker box module.
[0039] The above description is only a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention. It should be mentioned
that the present invention is equivalent to conduct various
changes and modifications, without departing from the
technical principle of the present invention. These chang-
es and modifications are still within the scope of patent
protection.

Claims

1. A loudspeaker, comprising a speaker box module,
wherein said speaker box module comprises a
speaker, a passive radiator and a speaker box panel,
wherein said speaker box has a mounting hole pro-
vided therein, said speaker is provided in said mount-
ing hole and integrated with said speaker box panel
by means of insert injection molding; a secondary
mounting hole is arranged in said speaker box panel
at one side of said speaker box panel; and said pas-
sive radiator is arranged in said secondary mounting
hole and is integrated with said speaker box panel
by means of insert injection molding.

2. The loudspeaker, as recited in claim 1, wherein said
speaker comprises a vibrating diaphragm, a sur-
round and an outer frame, wherein said vibrating di-
aphragm, said surround and said outer frame define
a vibrating cone paper by integrally injecting; said
vibrating diaphragm and said speaker box panel are
molded by means of insert injection molding.
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3. The loudspeaker, as recited in claim 2, wherein said
speaker further comprises a voice coil and a mag-
netic circuit system, wherein said vibrating cone pa-
per is connected with said voice coil and said mag-
netic circuit system for said speaker.

4. The loudspeaker, as recited in claim 1, wherein said
passive radiator comprises a rubber surround and a
weighting block, wherein said rubber surround and
said weighting block are integrated with each other
by means of injection molding, and said rubber sur-
round covers on said weighting block.

5. The loudspeaker, as recited in any one of claims 1-
4, further comprising a back chamber body matching
said speaker box panel.

6. The loudspeaker, as recited in claim 5, wherein said
speaker further comprises a frame, wherein said
speaker box module is provided on said frame,
wherein said frame comprises an upper frame and
an lower frame, wherein said upper frame and said
lower frame are connected with each other by a hinge
joint, wherein said lower frame has an arranging
groove corresponding to said upper frame, and said
upper frame has a module installing hole, wherein
said upper frame has a side, wherein said side of
said upper frame has a slot provided in said side of
said upper frame, wherein said slot is communicated
with said module installing hole, wherein said back
chamber body has two end faces, wherein each of
said end faces comprises a fixing block for engaging
fittedly with said slot, wherein said speaker box mod-
ule is provided in said module installing hole and is
fastened by a bolt.

7. The loudspeaker, as recited in claim 6, wherein said
arranging groove comprises receiving grooves pro-
vided on a bottom thereof, wherein said receiving
grooves are respectively corresponding to said
speaker and said passive radiator.

8. A manufacturing method for loudspeaker, compris-
ing the following steps:

a) molding integrally a vibrating diaphragm of a
speaker, a surround and an outer frame by in-
jecting to define a vibrating cone paper;
b) putting a weighting block in a mold, covering
rubber material on said weighting block by an
injection process, and defining a rubber sur-
round at the same time, so as to provide a pas-
sive radiator connected with said rubber sur-
round;
c) putting said vibrating cone paper and said
passive radiator in a mold for said speaker box
panel, making said speaker box panel by an in-
sert injection molding, wherein said vibrating

cone paper, said passive radiator and said
speaker box panel are integrally molded to de-
fine an integrated structure by an insert injection
so as to define a speaker box panel module with
a vibrating cone paper and a passive radiator;
d) putting magnetic circuit components of said
speaker and making them define an integrated
structure by an insert injection in a mold so as
to define a magnetic circuit system;
e) assembling said magnetic circuit system and
said vibrating cone paper, and fitting said mag-
netic circuit system and said vibrating cone pa-
per together in said speaker box panel by fas-
tening, locking screws, ultrasonic wave or hot
melting so as to define a speaker box module
with a speaker having a complete structure;
f) preparing a back chamber body matching said
speaker box panel by an independent injection
molding;
g) mounting said whole speaker box module in
a back chamber and make said speaker box
module fit said back chamber completely by hot
melting, riveting, ultrasonic wave or screws so
as to define a speaker box module with a back
chamber, which has a complete structure;
h) assembling said whole speaker box module
on a frame and fastening said speaker box mod-
ule on a frame by a bolt.

9. The manufacturing method, as recited in claim 7,
wherein said speaker box panel is integrated with
said vibrating cone paper and said passive radiator
by insert injecting.

10. The manufacturing method, as recited in claim 7,
wherein said speaker box panel is combined with
and fastened in said back chamber body by ultra-
sonic wave melting, snap joints, hot melting or rivet-
ing so as to define a whole speaker box module.
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